Abstract -In this article, we address the problem of self calibrating an embedded stereoscopic color vision system, by matching interest points, and computing the related fundamental matrix. We propose a new method based on similarity of image areas surrounding automatically detected interest points. We provide some experimental results, and compare these to those obtained with a classical method.
I. INTRODUCTION Embedded vision systems will be in the next decade one of the majors enhancements in automobile driving assistance. Among these, stereovision presents the interesting feature of retrieving 3D information. Many labs and industrials have developed algorithms for various tasks, including automatic driving ("Darpa contest"), obstacle detection, or other "precrash" systems (See [1] [2] [3] for a few examples). Most of these applications rely on an aligned image pair, as this reduces computing cost, and is almost mandatory for realtime applications. This can be obtained either through mechanically-aligned cameras, or by rectifying the image pair, using data obtained in a calibration phase [4] .
The first approach is by far simpler, as data doesn't have to be pre-processed, but it is also the most demanding, and therefore the most expensive. It is not suitable for industrial mass-production vision systems, as in common vehicles, it would be difficult to achieve this alignment. Moreover, mechanical vibrations will induce drifting.
The second approach is much more interesting, but it needs calibration data. Camera and stereo vision system calibration has been extensively studied (see [5] [6] ), but most of the methods rely on an off-line calibration phase, using a calibration pattern, which is quite constraining.
We consider here the on-line approach, where the intrinsic parameters are supposed to be known and stable, and we will focus on automatically extracting the stereo geometry, contained in the well-known Fundamental matrix, using only scene elements. (see some classical works [7] for an introduction on epipolar geometry and stereovision.). This will enable the system to be self-sufficient. Besides its principal task that will remain scene analysis, it will periodically recalibrate itself, using only the current scene elements, allowing to rectify image pairs before processing (see [8] [9] for recent works on rectifying).
Stereoscopic calibration has been well studied in the past years, but many papers focus either on intrinsic parameters [10] , or on Fundamental matrix properties [6] , and leave aside "real-world" implementations. In this paper, we assume that the cameras intrinsic parameters are known.
This article describes our approach of the three steps commonly involved in the self-calibration process, that is:
1. Selecting points of interest (i.e. "corners") 2. Matching them 3. Computing the associated Fundamental matrix
The third point has been well studied, and it is commonly admitted that the most usable algorithms in real-world situations, where outliers are unavoidable, are the LMEDS and the RANSAC algorithms, which we will also use.
The most difficult points is matching. Zhang has published a now classical method [11] , based on the assumption that a correct match will be surrounded by other correct matches. He introduces a "Strength of Match" (SM) criterion, that takes into account both the candidate matches correlation score, and the neighbors correlation scores, counterbalanced with their relative distance. Through a relaxation process, this method minimizes the sum of all SM, in order to obtain the optimal subset of correct matches We experimented this method (see [12] ), but it turned out to be deceptive in a road context, where corner density can be very sparse. A lonely match can be completely correct, although it has no neighbors. We introduce here a new approach, based on a simple but efficient idea, using the similarity of areas surrounding corners. Finally, we present some experimental results, and discuss them.
In this paper, we focus only on the algorithmic strategy, and do not take into account possible occlusions, as in a road context, most of the points of interest are located far enough to minimize them. This aspect has been dealt with by other authors [13] [14] . Our goal will be here to minimize the numbers of outliers, in order to compute the most accurate fundamental matrix.
II. SELECTING POINTS OF INTEREST
The first step of the process consists in extracting interest points (i.e. "corners") in both images, to get some material for the further matching algorithm. Only the luminance channel of the image is used, as it contains most of the information. We used here classical corner detectors, the more recent SIFT method [18] , while invariant to rotation, gives a much higher number of points, and seems to be much slower, making it unsuitable at the moment for our application.
We experimented the classical Harris corner detector [15] , and the "Minimum Eigen Value" method, that searches for the minimum eigenvalue of the derivative covariation matrix M for every pixel. Both of these methods where experimented, using OpenCv [16] implementation. The latter has given better results on road scenes, it appears to be more sensitive than the Harris detector. These methods give an integer position of the detected corner, refining them to a sub-pixel accuracy has shown to be unreliable. In our implementation, we use a minimum distance of 15 pixels between two corners, and a quality level of 0.04, which provides between 100 to 200 points per image, on a 640x480 pixels image.
III. MATCHING INTEREST POINTS
This process is split up into two tasks: first, building a list of possible matches, using a distance and a correlation constraint, and second, selecting correct matches in this set, using more tight constraints.
A -Establishing a set of candidate matches
We establish a list of possible matches, which are called "candidates matches". This list is obtained by parsing, for every left corner, all the right ones: We first consider if the distance between the left corner and the right corner is below a predefined threshold. We use 3 distance criteria, the vertical distance, the horizontal distance, and the euclidean distance, as show on figure 1. This way, the system can be tuned precisely to match the type of geometry and the type of scene.
Fig. 1 : maximum matching distance
One must be careful with these settings, as in a typical horizontal camera alignment configuration, close objects can have a high disparity value. Moreover, camera rotation around the roll axis can cause a high vertical disparity on the edges of the image. Thus it is recommended to set these parameters rather loose, as potential bad matches will anyhow be discarded later.
In order to avoid distance problems, we usually limit the useful area to an ROI that only considers the 2/3 of the upper part of the image. In a road context, this allows us to discard the area really close, that has naturally high disparity values.
For all the potential matches, i.e. those for which the distance from left corner to right corner is correct, we then compute each candidate correlation score, using only the luminance information. Two criteria have been used, ZNCC (Zero-mean Normalized Cross Correlation) and ZNSSD (Zero-mean Normalized Sum of Squared Differences). These seem to be the most commonly used in the vision community (See fig. 2 & 3) . We implemented a cooperative method : only the matches giving a score above a threshold for both correlation methods are filed into the candidate matches list. 
with :
being the mean of the luminance value over the correlation window The first criterion will give 0.0 for identical images, and the second one will give 1.0, and can give negative values. In order to be able to use them in the same algorithms, for the ZNCC criterion ,we store the value (1) :
This phase gives a high number of candidate matches, typically between 1000 to 3000, among which we must now find a subset of correct matches, using an additional unicity constraint, based on neighborhood similarity.
B -The proposed "similarity" method
The "Zhang" method can be used for color images, but one of its weaknesses is that it doesn't take the color information into account. We propose here another method, that considers the whole image information. The basic idea is that, in most cases, in both images, the area surrounding a point will have the same statistical characteristics, mean value and standard deviation.
First, we split both images into 3 color planes: hue, saturation and luminance. Then, around each corner detected in the luminance plane of both images, we extract a small area surrounding the point, and divide it into 9 sub-images (see fig. 4&5 ). In our implementation, we use an area of 33 x 33 pixels (must be a multiple of 3). The size of the area must be sufficient, as too small areas wouldn't give significant results, and a too large area would increase computational time, not to say about image occlusions that might appear. We then compute, for each of these 9 areas, mean value and standard deviation for the 3 color planes, which gives us a vector of 54 attributes per corner.
Hue plane
Sat. plane Lum. plane For each candidate match, we build a 54 elements vector, made of the difference of the two vectors of the two corners involved. Before using this data, we must normalize it: each vector element i of each candidate match j is modified using the following expression : This ensures that all elements of the vector have a value between 0 an 1, and therefore have an equal weight in the vector. After normalizing, we compute and store the norm of this vector for each candidate match j, which is defined as :
We can then sort the candidates list in increasing order using the vector norm, and start an iterative process, to extract valid pairs. The algorithm outline is presented below: do { • find the first candidate match whose corners are not already used, and add it to the final pairs list • discard all the candidate matches that use its left or right corner (unicity constraint) } while( a new pair has been found )
The major issue with this algorithm is that it will add to the final pairs list matches that have a high norm value, and that are obviously outliers. So we introduce a "stop" condition, that is related to the image characteristics. A good criterion is the current candidate match correlation score. So the loop condition of the above algorithm is modified as : • cs i : candidate match correlation score (using ZNSSD criterion) • n : number of candidate matches • K cs : a parameter adjusted experimentally
IV. COMPUTING THE FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX
At this point, we have obtained a list of matches, that we can use to recover the epipolar geometry, i.e. the Fundamental Matrix. Although these methods are designed to remove the maximum number of outliers, these are practically unavoidable. It has been shown [11] that the only methods that are able to give good results with the presence of outliers, are the "Random Sample Consensus" (RANSAC) method and the "Least Median of Squares" (LMEDS) method.
Both of these methods require a supplied error parameter, witch reflects the "a priori" knowledge of the precision of the expected estimation. Every data point that does not fit is then left unused by the algorithm, and tagged as rejected. We have experimented an iterative process to refine the computed matrix, by gradually removing points that had an epipolar distance higher than a self-adaptive threshold. This approach turned out to be deceptive, points far from image center were easily discarded, as their epipolar distance is naturally higher, regardless of their correctness. Far better results are achieved using the "straight" method, establishing the error parameter to a value between 0.5 and 0.8 pixels.
V. ESTIMATING FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX ACCURACY
In order to be able to compare the results to the correct geometry, we defined manually for each image pair a set of corresponding points. These points are used to compute a reference fundamental matrix F R , that will be used as a ground truth for comparison with the estimated Fundamental matrix. F R is computed using the classical "8 points" method. This method gives the best results, as the corresponding points are outlier free. In order to improve reliability, the references points must spread over the whole image. In our experiments, we used between 10 to 15 manually defined points.
In order to have an estimation of the uncertainty of this reference matrix, one can find a rigorous approach in [17] , but this method demands a great number of points, and therefore isn't appropriate in our case. We defined a simpler "accuracy factor", that indicates how accurate this reference Fundamental matrix F R is, related to the provided corresponding points. This factor is the average epipolar distance, for all corresponding points. This distance is defined as the distance between a point and the line generated by the opposite correspondent point in the other image. 
These expressions are similar for the left image. If n correspondent points are given, the accuracy factor is the average distance of the 2n distances. It must be noted that this only gives an indication of how the given points "fit" together, and can not be considered as an indication of correctness of the reference Fundamental matrix. However, as one can assume that the provided points are outlier-free, it gives an indication of accuracy of the matrix. In our experiments, we achieved a value between 0.2 and 0.8 pixels.
This reference Fundamental matrix F R is used to compute a criterion of reliability of the estimated Fundamental Matrix F, defined as the euclidean distance in pixels between these two matrices. We used the "Laveau" method, as described in [5] , p.184. It is based on the average distance between a random point and the corresponding epipolar line, while sampling the whole image space. In our experiments, we used 50000 samples.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We developed software that implements the algorithms described here, and processed several road image pairs, but we present here only two, that are representative of the difficulties that a real system will encounter. Test images were 640 x 480 pixels wide, issued from a basic CCD camera, and are of an unknown geometry. However, they are similar in orientation and baseline to what would have been acquired with an embedded road vision system (baseline is approximately 1m.). The ROI is shown in light blue (the bottom part of images has been removed).
A -Experimental data used

Left Image
Right Image Fig. 6 : scene 1 candidate matches
The first image pair shown on fig. 6 with the corners involved in the candidate match list, is a typical "street" scene, where the sky appears as a uniformly white area, and color variety is rather poor. Many structural elements (cars, buildings,...) can be observed.
On the right image, the search area is shown in red, and the green interest points are those that are potential matches for the one shown in red in the left image.
The second image pair ( fig. 7) represents a much more difficult case: many interest points are located in trees, and there are not many structural elements in the scene. For each image pairs, reference points have been manually set, and the associated Fundamental matrix computed. We achieved for the first image pair an accuracy factor of 0.185 pixels, and 0.081 for the second.
B -Results
The performance criterion is the distance between the reference Fundamental matrix and the estimated one using our method, while varying the only parameter accessible at the matching phase, that is the Kcs coefficient, and this for both LMEDS and RANSAC computed Fundamental matrices. We also provide the number of matches computed with our method, and the number of matches actually used by the LMEDS/RANSAC method. Results are shown in tables 1 and 2. These values are obtained using a "precision factor" of 0.7 pixels for the LMEDS/RANSAC algorithms, we measured it for each line of the result tables, and it actually never exceeded 0.3 pixels. Table 2 : results for scene 2
C -Discussion
While results can be considered in certain conditions as acceptable, it appears that the parameter has unpredictable influence on the accuracy, so it is difficult to give the "right" value. However, it appears clearly that there seems to be an "ideal" number of matches where the accuracy is highest: except for the first line of table 1 (which we consider as coincidence), below 20-30 matches, it is highly probable that accuracy will be bad, and if more than a hundred, the probability of having an important number of outliers, that will depreciate accuracy, is important.
It must be also told that this method is rather fast, as the sole matching process takes less than 300 ms for a hundred matches on a regular laptop. This is a valuable characteristic, particularly compared with the "Zhang" method, that is far much slower.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new method for automatically estimating the epipolar geometry of a road color vision system. While results are encouraging, giving a fairly correct estimation, accuracy still needs to be improved. Particularly, parameters influence lacks stability. Further experiments will include integrating color information into the correlationbased list construction, and working with synthetic images to refine the accuracy results. It is also planned to use data from a video stream, in order to use the previous estimation of Fundamental matrix to reduce the amount of outliers.
